Various multlshell laser/e-beam fusion pellets are described. These include a design with hollow fuel Inside a high-Z pusher shell which gives greatly improved performance without extreme pulse shaping. The advantage of multishell, multimaterial pellets are discussed in general. Stability calculations then show that Taylor instability on both the inside and outside of shells can amplify perturbations with spherical harmonic {.-numbers of the order of 100 by factors exceeding ten thousand. However, by decreasing shell aspect ratios (r/Ar) and Intensifying the ablation rate these amplifications can be greatly reduced. Acceptable instability growth seems attainable by using aspect ratios of the order of five or less and/or by operating in a less efficient exploding pusher mode. Tha effects of tamping by high-Z material on thermonuclear burn are briefly discussed.
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The next layer, or the inner part of it, implodes due to expansion and/or ablation pressure, compressing and heating the fuel. The advantages of this high-Z and p pusher/tamper shell, which is in general much more massive than the fuel, are:
1) It provides structural rigidity and containment of initially gaseous fuel at room temperature.
2) The high-Z material shields the fuel from superthermal electron preheat.
3) The higher Z reduces thermal conduction which allows increasing the energy density of implosion without burning through the shell, all other things being equal. Timing of the implosion can be tuned, for a given, usually simple, laser pulse by graduating the Z and p of successive layers of shell material. Improved performance has been achieved from pulse shape» optimized to Increase fuel density by increasing inward acceleration just before the fuel reaches center, but such exercises are pointless without the more difficult simultaneous optimization with respect to stability. The pulse may be made shorter and aore energetic in order to burn through the pusher during the im,'!nsi(m, thus giving some degree of the exploding pusher behavior described above, to reduce instability. The pusher specific entropy is then greatly increased and the final adiabatic compression is reduced. 
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Burn fraction f vs PRtot f°r 10, 1, and 0.1 |ig of DT, tamped by gold at a mass ratio of 3 and a density ratio of 4 ("Pf^fc^) •
